
Tap Packaging is a full-service manufacturer of innovative and everyday packaging solutions for the 
consumer goods industry. We partner with companies nationwide in order to create the ideal branded 
package for their unique product. Our process leverages a wide range of onsite capabilities and nearly 
115 years of premium packaging experience. We know the importance of exceptional packaging and 
work every day with clients to guide them towards a solution that matches quality with durability and 
innovation. As an employee-owned company, we are determined to offer the best overall employment 
experience by focusing on teamwork, training, empowerment, continuous improvement, safety, and the 
financial rewards of ownership. 

We have an immediate need for AN EXPERIENCED DIGITAL PRESSMAN to join our team! 

Job Title: HP Indigo 30000 Digital Press Operator 

Shift: 2nd shift position (2 PM - 10 PM) 

The HP Digital Press Operator is a skilled position to ensure customer’s folding cartons are produced 
correctly, efficiently and with the highest quality. The Digital Press Operator is a key member of the 
production team and works cooperatively with others to ensure customer specifications are met. 

Responsibilities will include: 

1. Setup and operate our HP Indigo 30000 digital press 
2. Communicate job specific information/changes in a timely manner to minimize downtime 
3. Ensure that sheets meet the customer’s signed proofs and color standards 
4. Report production/press issues to management 
5. Input data into job management software 
6. Maintain an organized, clean workspace 
7. Perform routine maintenance and troubleshoot press issues to keep equipment running at an 

optimum level 

Position Requirements: 

1. At least 2-3 years of digital printing press experience required. HP certification preferred 
2. Experience in running, troubleshooting, and quality control on digital presses (HP preferred) 
3. Knowledge of coating is a plus 
4. IT/Computer proficiency 
5. Strong attention to detail including color perception and recognition 
6. Must be mechanically inclined and able to work in fast-paced, customer-driven environment 
7. Able to work from work orders, written or verbal communication/instructions 
8. Accuracy in counting, checking, verifying 
9. Must be able to follow quality standards (ISO understanding a strongly preferred) 
10. Ability to demonstrate flexibility and adaptability 

 


